
 
The 9 Dragons 2017 Race Report 
What a weekend that was! We can't thank you enough for all taking 

part and helping to make the inaugural 9 Dragons the 'roaring' 

success that it was. Read on below, or view a PDF on the website. 

A phenomenal weekend of running showcasing some of Hong Kong’s most beautiful 

trails, some undiscovered routes, and some of its toughest trails too. I want to start by 

saying a massive well done and thank you to all those who toed the line. Regardless of 

whether you finished or DNF’d, simply showing up at the start line is better than not 

starting at all. With over 40 countries represented across the events, including many 

http://www.the9dragons.asia/news


competitors who flew in from countries around the globe, there truly was an international 

feel to the inaugural 9 Dragons. 

 
 

50 Mile Event 
The midnight start from Tai Tong Holiday Camp had runners prepared for cooler 

weather, the HKO having forecast light rain showers for Saturday morning. True to form, 

they couldn't have been more wrong, with the morning sunrise giving way to clear and 

sunny skies with temperatures reaching 28 degrees, making the back end of the race 

tough going for many. 

You would have had to be brave to bet against Kazufumi Oose from doing well on the 

50 mile race and indeed he set a fast pace right from the off, leading from the start and 

progressively building up a two hour gap between him and second place to win in 

10:48:09. A stunning performance from Kazufumi who showed his class throughout the 

race. Matt Pocock was never really troubled by the group of runners chomping at his 

heels, finishing in 12:45:40, but an intense battle for third place was unfurling behind 

him. 

It was Lee Kong To (李江濤) with a push over the final section of Pat Sing Leng and 

Cloudy Hill who would persevere to capture third place in 13:21:54, with Zhengjin Guo 

(郭正金) just a few minutes behind to finish fourth in 13:24:03. Mok Chi Yuen Trunks 

paced a solid race passing five runners over the last section to jump from 10th to 5th 

and take the Mens 40+ category win in 13:47:12. 

In the ladies race, Sayaka Matsumoto ensured that both winners were Japanese with a 

fantastic run over the course to finish first (and sixth overall!) in 13:55:45, a full hour 

ahead of second placed Lauren McCullough who showed great pacing to overtake 

some competition heading into Luk Keng and never looked back, arriving at the finish in 

15:11:44. Lap Yee Chan battled with Lauren quite a bit over the race, moving from 

fourth to second before being passed by her again and finishing third in 15:35:44. 



Frances Lai, who was holding on to second place early on in the race, pushed hard 

over Pat Sing Leng in the heat on Saturday to jump from sixth place to finishing fourth in 

16:16:20. Sze Nga Sheila Lee was hot on her heels, having climbed up the leader 

board from being 11th at Tai Mo Shan to finish in fifth with a time of 16:17:39. 

50 Mile Results 

Male 

1. Kazufumi Oose 10:48:09 

2. Matt Pocock 12:45:40 

3. Lee Kong To 13:21:54 

4. Zhengjin Guo 13:24:03 

5. Mok Chi Yuen Trunks 13:47:12 

Female 

1. Sayaka Matsumoto 13:55:45 

2. Lauren McCullough 15:11:44 

3. Lap Yee Chan 15:35:44 

4. Frances Lai 16:16:20 

5. Sze Nga Sheila Lee 16:17:39 

 
 

50 Kilometre Event 
Starting in slightly wet conditions, Sunday turned into an absolute stunner of a day albeit 

slightly hotter and more humid than the runners would have liked. 

In the men’s race, Vlad Ixel was on a mission from the get go, leading from the start 

and putting more time and distance at every checkpoint ahead of George Major and 



Chun Man Lau. Vlad was in superb form over Tai To Yan and never looked to tire, 

clinching victory at the Shing Fung Studios finish line in 6:51:58 

George stuck like glue to Casey Morgan (who competing in the 50/50 had run the 50 

Miler the day before) for most of the race - a tactic that seemed to work well until 

Leadmine Pass where some stomach issues allowed Chun Man Lau to steal into 

second place, where he remained until the end of the race, finishing in 7:15:22. Behind 

Chun Man a small pack of runners including Dan Parr (third - 7:44:34) andMo Devlin 

(fourth - 7:48:32) were steadily catching up, both of whom were able to catch George 

Major (fifth - 7:48:51) on the very last section down into the finish - seconds apart for 

fourth and fifth! A speedster and regular podium placer over shorter distances, this was 

Mo’s first ultra (easy one to start with!) and his tactic of sticking to fellow Salomon 

teammate Jeremy Ritcey for the majority of the race seemed to work very well for him. 

It was a real battle for the podium with the ladies, positions changing regularly as the 

race unfurled and the lead transferring between Nadia Koucher, Elsa Jeandedieu, and 

Yang Yan. Yang lead until the climb up to Tai To Yan where she was passed by Nadia, 

who held onto the lead until Needle Hill where Elsa Jeandedieu took hold of it and 

never let it go, claiming victory in 8:02:36. Nadia Koucher remained ahead of Yang to 

claim second in 8:31:59, while Yang Yan continued to run strong and hold on to finish 

third in 8:39:55. Wyan Chow paced an excellent race and climbed from 11th at Fanling 

to finish fourth in 8:40:30. Stephanie Roland seems to be in fine form this season and 

continues to impress with another well executed race, finishing fifth in 8:57:16. 

50 KM Results 

Male 

1. Vlad Ixel 6:51:58 

2. Chun Man Lau 7:15:22 

3. Dan Parr 7:44:34 



4. Mo Devlin 7:48:32 

5. George Major 7:48:51 

Female 

1. Elsa Jeandedieu 8:02:36 

2. Nadia Koucher 8:31:59 

3. Yang Yan 8:39:55 

4. Wyan Chow 8:40:30 

5. Stephanie Rowland 8:57:16 

  

 
 

The 9 Dragons 50/50 
And so onto the main event. With such a new concept it was difficult to predict who 

would come out on top over the weekend. Casey Morgan, Yoshikazu Hara, John Ellis, 

Jacky Leung, Jeremy Ritcey, Marie Macnaughton, Lucy Bartholomew and others are of 

such high quality, talent and calibre that we knew there were going to be some serious 

battles going on to become the first ever ‘9th Dragon’! 

Day One: 50 Miles 

Casey Morgan and Yoshikazu Hara bolted from the start, sticking close to each other 

for a majority of the first half, but Casey was the stronger and more resilient of the two 

on the day and held the lead for the whole race. Daybreak and the increasing 

temperatures only saw him pushing harder to win the first of the two races in 9:57:27. 

John Ellis came into CP4 at Kiu Tau in second place after flying past people on Tai To 

Yan, and stayed there for the rest of the race. Coming into the last checkpoint at Bride’s 

Pool, John was a mere 16 minutes behind Casey and by the finish had sliced this lead 



in half to come in a mere seven minutes behind in 10:04:45. A remarkable run from 

John that set a good battle up for Day 2 on the 50Km. 

The battle for third place involved the local Salomon boys, with Yoshikazu Hara caught 

in the middle. Teammates Jeremy Ritcey (third - 11:03:54) and Jacky Leung (fourth - 

11:19:10) spent a lot of the first half of the race together before Jacky slowed down in 

the later stages, allowing Jeremy the last podium place. Jacky came in not far behind 

after moving past Hara 良和 原 (fifth - 11:20:38) on the last downhill from Cloudy. Worth 

noting that Hara unfortunately got lost on course which cost him valuable time. 

The ladies race was all about the New Zealand vs. Australia showdown - Marie vs. 

Lucy! The latter stormed off at the start but Marie kept chase and the lead was never 

more than three minutes between them. Marie McNaughton progressively caught up 

and overtook the young Salomon runner on the climb up and over Tai To Yan, holding 

onto her lead to finish first (and fourth overall) in 11:13:50, with Lucy Bartholomew 30 

minutes behind in second with 11:47:43. Two brilliant runs from two very talented 

runners. Third place went to a phenomenal run from ultra and endurance junkie Janine 

Canham, proving that age is nothing but a number. She worked her way up the leader 

board from sixth over the course of the race to finish in 15:29:07. In fourth was Angela 

Flynn in 15:43:51 and fifth was Carrie Gibson in 16:07:07. 

We must say a massive thank you to both Carrie Gibson and Loz Wong for remaining 

with a very dehydrated and disoriented runner on Pat Sin Leng until an emergency 

services helicopter arrived to get him off the mountain, on the advice of our top notch 

medical team. Happy to report that he was fine a couple of hours later, and appeared 

well enough to update his Facebook status on the chopper ride. 

Day Two: 50 Kilometres 

Runners lined up at Mui Shue Hang Playground on day two ready for another tough day 

on the trails. Some very sore legs and some very heavy feet. With the injection of new 

runners, how would people pace themselves? 



Casey Morgan flew off from the start, slotting in just behind a fresh Vlad Ixel (running 

the 50 km race) and gaining ground on him progressively along the course. Casey 

showed his pedigree by finishing a mere two minutes behind Vlad in 6:53:46 - a truly 

remarkable performance from the Scot that saw him take the inaugural 9th Dragon title. 

Second place on the day (6:59:09) went to Jacky Leung, who really cranked things up 

after Leadmine Pass. He needed John Ellis to finish over an hour behind him to take 

the second place overall, but John came through 15 minutes later to finish third in 

7:15:22. A quality run from both these local super runners. Henri Lehkonen followed 

soon after to take fourth in 7:41:58, and Jeremy Ritcey stuck to fifth place throughout 

the race and finished not far after in 7:48:01. 

Marie McNaughton continued to pursue the 9th Dragon title from start to finish. 

Leading from the start she finished in 8:14:12 for the win on the day and the overall title. 

Lucy Bartholomew finished 30 minutes later to cement second place in 8:42:19. 

Janine Canham (third - 11:01:34) and Angela Flynn (fourth - 11:01:38) chose to run 

together for most of the day and have formed quite a friendship as a result - true trail 

running spirit there. Rouise Tse and Kar Bik (Sophia) Tam finished under the arch 

together, but it was Sophia who wound up with fifth place overall in 11:09:32. 

50/50 Results 

Mens 

1. Casey Morgan - 9th Dragon 16:51:27 

2. John Ellis 17:20:07 

3. Jacky Leung 18:18:19 

4. Jeremy Ritcey 18:51:55 

5. Henri Lehkonen 19:16:08 

Womens 

1. Marie McNaughton - 9th Dragon 19:28:02 



2. Lucy Bartholomew 20:30:02 

3. Janine Canham 26:30:41 

4. Angela Flynn 26:45:29 

5. Sophia Tam 27:32:42 

 
 

Final thoughts and Thanks 
We were lucky enough to have an absolutely amazing group of volunteers who gave up 

their weekend to help us with marking, forerunning, supporting runners, running 

checkpoints, and sweeping up the course. We would like to express our combined 

thanks to all of the 136 people - some who did back to back sessions over the weekend 

on the different races. We would also like to thank Free To Run, HK Hiking Meetup, and 

HK Volunteers for their unwavering and committed support too. 

The race was fortunate to have support from a range of enthusiastic sponsors who 

helped make the race an enjoyable one. We would like to say a massive thank you to 

Salomon Hong Kong, Suunto, Gatorade, The Excelsior Hotel,  Overlander, Montane, 

Lurbel, RC Outfitters, Ferei, Runivore, Alpinamente, Tailwind Nutrition Asia, WAA Ultra 

Equipment, Gipron, Gone Running, BV Sport, Raidlight, ActivePatch4U Asia, Lizi’s 

Granola, Gweilo Beer, and Jaspas. 

Many of you have already taken the time to give us great feedback on things that can 

be improved for the event next year, and we want you to know that we value everything 

you have to say and will put it all to good use in ensuring an even better event next 

year. We can only apologise to those of you that were affected by some of the course 

marking sabotage on the 50 Miler - we are already discussing how to avoid a repeat of 

this next year and to make sure that all markings in the evening running are of high 

reflective visibility, with backup markings to support. We will also be doing our best to 

avoid going through any villages. 

http://www.freetorun.org/
https://www.meetup.com/hongkonghikingmeetup/
https://www.meetup.com/hongkongvolunteers/


We purposefully set out to design an event that would push people to the very limits of 

their physical and mental abilities. The cut offs reflect this and were there to play a part, 

but we will certainly look into how they could be relaxed without affecting the integrity of 

our main goal. 

The 9 Dragons Ultra, now officially the Toughest Race in Hong Kong™ will be back in 

2018 - bigger, better and more back-breaking than before, and we can’t wait to see you 

all there again.  

 

Steve Carr, Race Director 

Nic Tinworth, Race Manager 

Michael Ormiston, Event Manager 

 

 
 


